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Abstract: The passionate period of English poem has numerous reflections on the subject of nature and quality. The 

varieties of poetry are depicted in this graphic. Many researchers and other abstract people have used flowers and 

natural beauty to communicate their feelings of love and life. It is a valuable clever errand for scientists and models to 

illustrate how sonnets can show thoughts that are actually difficult to see, but if progressed well, a sonnet can aid other 

individuals with it. Nature and Flowers are the ideal subject of verse to give the clarification of delightful inventiveness 

of the nature on the planet. The large number of excellent sonnets written on blossoms, it's difficult to choose just one 

of the best elegant one.  This research has been shown to be a useful assignment on theme-based designing to create 

something imaginative. Here the bloom and nature-based sonnets are chosen for the exploration which are the 

acceptable for the development of new and innovative clothing for spring summer. In relation to the essay on creative 

clothing planning, the author has contrasted the plan peculiarity and the stimulating theme in style description. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fashion is the only stream in which one can select a lot of creativity. An inspirational designing is the best component 

of fashion designing as it helps the designer to create something new instead of to copy someone. Here the author got 

the inspiration from the poetry of English literature and depicted author’s own hand made illustrations on the theme-

based designing in this paper. There are a number of world-famous poets in English literature those who have written 

beautiful poems on floral themes as well as on the beauty of nature e.g., George Herbert, john Keats, William 

Wordsworth, Percy Shelley, Robert frost etc. These romantic poets love nature and celebrate it in different dimensions 

by writing on green meadows beauty, heavy forests, rivers, sun rises, hills, mountains and beautiful flowers. All these 

romantic poets explore their beautiful thoughts through the poetry about the beauty of nature. They even tried to heal 

the pains and sorrows in the human heart which they get from their stressful and miserable life. These romantic poets 

believe that nature is the best inspirational source of happiness. This paper focuses on how these romantic poets have 

treated nature as a best guide for a happy life and a number of innovative costumes with new silhouettes can also be 

created. 

 

II. OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 

The main objective of this study is to evaluate the English poetry and create the new silhouettes and designs for the 

women’s wear of spring summer. This research is based on the content analysis in which secondary data is 

implemented for the selection of theme-based designing. It is an experimental research. The poetry of famous poets 

based on the nature is selected as the theme source and new ideas are regenerated on the bases of flowers and nature 

objects. 

 

III. ANALYSIS OF LITERATURE 

 

George Herbert (1593-1633) 

In this exploration author sketch out a motivation of George Herbert, one of the best writers of that age. The renowned 

sonnet named ‘The Flower’ composed by George Herbert gives the portrayal about the changing seasons which gives a 

point of view and relationship with God. It is otherwise called a reverential sonnet which was distributed in 1633 when 

he was died. In his reverential sonnet he composes (Herbert, G., 2007), 
 

                                               “How fresh, oh Lord, how sweet and clean 

Are thy returns; even as the flowers in spring;” 
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In this sonnet the writer with the festival of the appearance of spring. The spring season savers each year and it gets 

incredible mental and enthusiastic change our life. The sonnet exists through the eyes of a blossom which sprout in 

spring. In this lovely spring season, every one of the blossoms sprout soon after the death of chilled winter. As the 

whole realize that God is the one in particular who makes the magnificence of the world, this sonnet pays a thankful 

praise to God and goes through the profundity of good mankind. Thus, the writer has contrasted the excellent human 

spirit and the period of spring. In this sonnet the artist considers himself a bloom which is alluded to the title of sonnet. 

Same like genuine blossoms poet is reliant upon the seasons. On the topic of this excellent sonnet, author have made a 

delightful outline on the spring season. The outfit of women is planned with portrayal of amazing topic. Adornments 

utilized in the plans are likewise enlivened by the subject of spring blossoms. The shadings are browsed the pink rose 

just as the embellishments are additionally motivated from the spring blossoms. Silhouettes of the outfit is as fold over 

as a bloom has the fold over petals. 

 
(Author’s handmade sketch based on the poetry of flowers) 

 

 George Herbert inventively proposes the state of a wreath through the rhyme plan of his sonnet, 'A Wreath'. Which 

means of a wreath is a plan of blossoms, leaves, or stems attached in a ring and utilized for enhancement or for laying 

on a grave. Similarly, the lines in this sonnet, and its rhyme conspire, both mirror the wreath's circularity, an image of 

absolute association (Klawitter, G., 1982).       

                      

                               “A wreathed garland of deserved praise, 

                                 Of praise deserved, unto thee I give,” 

 

Along these lines, the development from one line to next structures a chain like a wreath. A wreath is a variety of 

blossoms, leaves, leafy foods, or different materials that is built to shape a ring. This plan of the wreath merits a ton of 

commendation as its excellence is profoundly praiseworthy. In western nations, wreaths are utilized regularly as family 

adornments, most normally as a coming Christmas design. They are additionally utilized in stylized occasions in many 

societies all throughout the planet. Author have delineated a hung figure roused from wreaths and outlines are 

flawlessly made in the style representation. The image of wreath is being a generally excellent motivation for the 

planning in the surge of design as author have effectively provided the clarification with that these sorts of garlanding's 

are impeccably utilized in the style shows and different functions. This is a delineated hung figure with the outfit which 

is enlivened from the wreath exceptionally the shading is sprinkled all around chose from the game plan of blossoms in 

a wreath. This outfit is intended for the young lady just as for the style shows in the fairs. Entire dress is adorned with 

the silk roses.                
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(Author’s sketch inspired from the wreath) 

 

William Wordsworth (1770-1850) 

William Wordsworth was a nature lover poet who was world-famous. Practically all of his verse depended on the 

adoration for nature. The verse sonnet "I meandered Lonely as a Cloud" otherwise called a daffodil. (Wordsworth, W. 

and Creeley, R., 2004) Artist composes,         

              

                       “I wandered lonely as a cloud 

                       That floats on high o'er vales and hills, 

                       When all at once I saw a crowd, 

                       A host, of golden daffodils; 

                       Beside the lake, beneath the trees, 

                       Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.” 

 

 It depends on the chance when poet had the opportunity to examine the valley loaded with excellent brilliant yellow 

daffodils when he was wandering erratically like a cloud. It was tremendous in number and the view was amazing. The 

poet was a nature darling and he has all around clarified the excellence of nature in his verse. He opens up the sonnet 

happily and contrasts blossoms with the stars of universe. Vacillating of blossoms are contrasted and the sparkling of 

stars as they were tremendous in numbers and appears to be as endless at one sight. This load of moving blossoms was 

looking joyous and these blossom’s view attempted his eyes and embrace him into the creative mind. That perspective 

on moving daffodils made his mind-set moving similarly and filled him with satisfaction and sentimentalism. On the 

foundation of this sonnet, Author have made the representation which depends on the brilliant yellow daffodils whose 

magnificence is greatly clarified in this sonnet. The location of brilliant daffodils is magnificent. The dress which the 

author have shown is motivational from the diagrams of a blossom named daffodil. The outline is made from the 

blossom petals. The head extra is additionally motivated by the subject of the sonnet. The skirt resembles peplum all 

around hung with the petals of daffodils. The dress tone is additionally brilliant yellow which is improved with bands 

and globules of white tone.        
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(Authors’s sketch inspired from the Daffodil flower) 

 

The poem ‘To a butterfly’ is composed by William Wordsworth. In this sonnet the artist demands butterfly to stand by 

as it helps him to remember his old memories. As poet says that the butterfly is extremely alluring and sensitive. Still 

the recollections of his youth days when he used to play with his sister. He additionally clarifies that her wings are too 

fragile to even consider contacting yet it is extremely alluring and lovely (Wordsworth, W., 1896) 

This sonnet is additionally marvellous to be picked as a moving subject for the magnificent planning of extraordinary 

ensembles. The head gear utilized in this delineation is eventually similar to a butterfly. Outline of the top and base is 

likewise roused from the wings of butterfly. The shading plans of the dress are browsed from tulip blossoms. Tri 

concealed impact is given in the ensemble, hand bag is likewise made from the state of a blossom.  

                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Author’s sketch inspired from the poem ‘To A Butterfly’) 

 

John Keats (1795-1821) 

Keats was an English writer who was unmistakably well known in the second era of heartfelt artists. Like William 

Wordsworth john Keats was additionally one of the well-known writers of English literature. He was a nature lover and 

admirer. He adored the peeping sound of birds, moving mists, spring, fall, developing buds, rising sun and so forth his  
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adoration for nature was unadulterated and he used to have confidence in quote "An amazing thing is a delight for ever'. 

He composed a renowned sonnet 'To Autumn' where he states, 

                        “Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness, 

                         Close bosom-friend of the maturing sun;” 

 

 In this sonnet Keats communicates his affections for pre-winter season. He likes the shading and beautification of this 

season. In this verse he connects with the fogs and blend up the kinship with brilliant yellow sun whose warmth and 

light assist the natural products. He praises the magnificence which fell on the reaped fields. It is the rich bounty of life. 

This season depicts the excellence of trees full of fruits.                      

 

Percy Shelly (1792- 1822) 

Percy shelly is known as one of the most popular artists of the world who composed an excellent sonnet "The Flower 

That Smiles To-Day' which turned out to be extremely renowned in English writing. It was distributed in 1824. This is 

a sonnet about the curtness, everything being equal, – all expectations, wants, and joys the world has to bring to the 

table are brief and bound to bite the dust. Everything is passing and fleeting. For sure, Shelley's initial lines appear to be 

a cognizant adjusting of Herrick's: the place where Shelley composes 'The blossom that grins today/Tomorrow passes 

on', Herrick had composed that 'this equivalent bloom that grins today/Tomorrow will be kicking the bucket. 

Researcher contrast the design with this sonnet as a portion of the styles are too fleeting which are called trend. Same 

like a blossom a few designs get by for certain weeks or months and later on they simply get off from the current style.  

These two figures are the moving from the botanical example given in the image just as the writers have communicated 

in their sonnets. One of the ladies is wearing off one shoulder shrug which is planned in botanical print roused from the 

blossoms in the given sonnets. Lady in the right side is with tulip skirt, this silhouette is made from the state of the tulip 

bloom. A wonderful communicated sonnet by Percy Shelley, 'the blossom that grins today 'depends on the brief 

magnificence. These rousing delineations are contrasted and this sonnet as this sort in case outfits are brief and we call 

them Fad.                  

 
(Author’s sketch based on the inspiration from the poetry of PB Shelly) 

 

William Blake (1757-1828) 

The famous poet William Blake was an awesome painter, writer and printmaker. He was unnoticed in the course of his 

life however today he piles a gigantic significance in the verse and visual crafts of the heartfelt age. One of his popular 

sonnets named 'spring 'gives the lovely clarification of spring season. He composes, 
 

“Sound the flute! Now it’s mute! 

Bird’s delight, Day and night, 

Nightingale, In the dale, 

Lark in sky, — 

Merrily, merrily, merrily, to welcome in the year” 

It was the main distribution in Blake, s melodies of honesty in 1789. This spring sonnet has the ring of the archaic 

melody about it. The delight of spring is appreciated by this sonnet based on most loved parts of his seasons. He 
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arranges the sound of woodwind with the melody of songbird, the young lady, youngster and sheep. He makes a decent 

concordance in the realm of nature. It is the delineation which articulates the expressions of Blake as the lady is 

wearing the dress of profound woodland green tone and she is conveying a woodwind in her grasp as to the resonant 

hints of music. She is wearing the ensemble plan of eighteenth century which was popular in the Victorian time.    

 
(Author’s sketch inspired from the Victorian poetry) 

 

My Pretty Rose Tree by William Blake is the excellent creation by the writer. This sonnet is one of the extremely 

popular sonnets of notable writer and craftsman named William Blake. This sonnet appears to sound that the account of 

a wedded couple. The man is encircled by magnificence and a lovely lady however he decreases the entire just to get 

back to his significant other. It addresses to look for the love of his better half who is contrasted and a rose tree. He 

represents the rose tree an ideal portrayal of his adoration. It likewise addresses the genuine friendship which is fitting 

since the actual rose address’s magnificence, class, and sentiment. This outline addresses a mobile delight of a full lady 

of affection and consistently alluring as a rose tree. These are roused from the blossoms of spring and their 

magnificence remains for eternity.                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   
(Author’s creativity from spring blossoms) 
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Lord Gordon Byron (1788-1824) 

Lord Gordon Byron  was one of the renowned heartfelt artists. He was otherwise called an extraordinary admirer of 

lady. "She Walks in Beauty" is a renowned sonnet by British Romantic artist Lord Byron, first distributed in 1815. The 

sonnet acclaims and tries to catch a feeling of the magnificence of a specific lady (Byron, G.G.B.B. and Creeley, R., 

2004). He composes, 

 

                                  “She walks in beauty, like the night 

                                     Of cloudless climes and starry skies; 

                                     And all that’s best of dark and bright 

                                     Meet in her aspect and her eyes;” 

 

The speaker analyses the lady to a dazzling night with a reasonable brilliant sky, and proceeds to pass on her 

magnificence as an amazing “meeting" among haziness and light. After its conversation of actual appeal, the sonnet 

then, at that point, depicts this external magnificence as illustrative of internal goodness and uprightness. The delicacy 

and haziness meet up as concordance in the presence of this lady, especially at her. The facial magnificence of this 

lovely lady is all around clarified by the artist. He states, 
 

                                      “And on that cheek, and o’er that brow, 

                                       So soft, so calm, yet eloquent, 

                                       The smiles that win, the tints that glow” 

 

He says the magnificence of lady is exceptionally difficult to clarify into words. It shows itself in each strand of her 

hair which is delicately falling on her lovely face. She appears as though a holy messenger and her other-worldly 

feelings play on her innocent face. It shows that how the lady is unadulterated and valuable. She uncovers as she goes 

through her days ethically, that she has a quiet brain and that she has an adoring heart. This is the lovely delineation 

motivated from the ensemble of Victorian age and her excellence is addressed through it. Her ensemble is additionally 

roused from the nature and blossoms, coordinating with an accessory umbrella is likewise displayed in her hand. It is 

decorated with the adornment of bands and trims concurring the design of 1820s, generally great stylization of a 

beautiful lady is addressed through this representation. 

 

 
(Author’s sketch based on the poem ‘She walks in beauty’ by Lord Gordon Byron) 

 
IV.CONCLUSION 

John Keats, William Wordsworth, P.B. shelly and ruler Byron are considered as the clerics of nature. They are 

otherwise called the nature lovers. They have respected the nature very well in their verse. As per them nature is the 

wellspring of create the joy into our life. Subsequent to going through this load of innovative delineations, we can at 

long last pass judgment on the secret heartfelt puzzling sentimentalism of these writers that how they respect the 

magnificence of the nature just as the excellence of the lady, Other than the author has been likewise demonstrated as 

ideal choice for an innovative creation to pick these topics for an inventive planning for the costume design process. 

This research is on the theme-based designing and the English poetry is proved to be the best theme for the 

romanticism of life and beauty. 
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